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Applications from lndian nationals are invited for Project Appointment under the following project. Appointment shall be on
contractual basis with consolidated pay subject to periodic performance review, and renewable yearly or upto the duration of the
project, whichever is earlier. ffifua cndFi-dr * a-fa enrd-q ilrafuaii t 3na-{d 3{raftrd fr('dr} tr 3rqfi*c}fc, r"atifu-a mm
qr €dfu-d iild, rffiq qtffifi- qr qRgttril fr rEfu a-an, d sfi c-nd A, * snr 6t'4r The position can be considered for extension
based on the candidate's performance and availability of funds.
Proiect Description: Buildings consume a significant part of total energy in our economy (-30- 4O%), and a significant fraction
of it is used for thermal end-uses. This project will enhance the energy efficiency of commercial by developing and demonstrating
thermal energy storage (TES) technologies for heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) and refrigeration applications.
TES will benefit the commercial buildings by improving the integration of renewable energy sources through peak load shaving
and enhancing the resiliency of the buildihgs in the events of blackouts and brownouts. We will develop detailed models of different
TES system configurations in this project. We will also demonstrate these technologies through lab-scale experiments and pilot
installations. We will develop intelligent controls to optimize the deployment of energy storage assets.

Title of the Project Thermal energy storage technologies for commercial buildings for enhanced energy efficiency
and resiliency (Under Corporate Social Responsibilitv) (RP04317G)

Funding Agency ITC Limited
Name of the Project
lnvestioator

Prof. Anurag Goyal
lemail lD: agoyal@mech.iitd.ac.inl

DeptV.Centre Department of Mehanical Enqineerinq
Duration of the Proiect Uplo:2510312024

Po-qt (s) Consolidated fellowship / PaV;slab
Sr. Project Scientist (1) Rs.45,000-48,200-51,400-55,400-

59,400-63,400/- p.m. plus HRA@24%
Essential Qualifications: 1.t class B.Tech./ M.Tech.
+ 5 years of experience in mechanical/energy
engineering or related discipline. The candidate
should have demonstrated the ability to work
independently on both simulations and hardware-
related engineering problems, project execution, and
management. Preference will be given to candidates
with prior experience in thermal systems engineering
and HVAC and refrigeration. The candidate should
demonstrate an understanding of the design,
simulation, fabrication, selection and specification,
installation, and operation of laboratory equipment
typically used in thermal engineering labs (chillers,
heaters, fluid flow loops (air and water),
instrumentatlon for temperature, pressure, and flow
rate, and system controls). The candidate should be
skilled in using computer programs for simulations
(MATLAB/Python/Engineering Equation Solver
(EES)) and software such as LabVlEW and Microsoft
Office, along with experimental analysis and
computational tools and software. The candidate
should also have good written and verbal
communication skills.
Eesired Qualifications: Candidates who have
completed PhD or submitted their PhD thesis in
mechanical/energy engineering or related discipline.
The duration of their PhD training will be counted
towards experience. The candidate should have
demonstrated the ability to work independenfly on
both simulations and hardware-related engineering
problems, project execution, and management.
Preference will be given to candidates with prior
experience in thermalsystems engineering and HVAC
and refrigeration. The candidate should demonstrate
an understanding of the design, simulation,
fabrication, selection and specification, installation,
and cperation of laboratory equipment typically used
in thermalengineering labs (chillers, heaters, fluid flow
loops (air and water), instrumentation for temperature,
pressure, and flow rate, and system controls). The
candidate should be skilled in using computer
programs for simulations
(MATLAB/Python/Engineering Equation Solver
(EES)) and software such as LabVlEW and Microsoft
Office, along with experimental analysis and
computational tools and software. The candidate
should also have good written and verbal
communication skills evidenced by their record of
publications in reputgd international journals.
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The candidates who are interested to apply for the above post should do1nl911 Form No' IRD/REC-4 from the IRD Website
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